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Abstract. Characteristics of modem alluvial gravels were studied in the valley of the Prut river, which
crosses the Ukrainian East Całpathians and their foreland. lTie Prut is one of the few large Caipathjan
rivers not barred with any dams or barrages, so thai its discharge and transport of debris are shaped
entirely by natural processes. Petrographical composition, roundness and shapes of pebbles were
studied at nine si[es located in the river channel between Worochta and Chemivtsi. The rate of abra-
sion was  determined by  comparing  the  sizes  of 20  largest  specimens  from  each  site.

Pebbles of rine-grained sandstones dominate at all loca]ities. Their content does not fall below
60 percenł jn any of the studied fractions. A characieristic feature of the Prut gravels is exceptionally
low, as for the Carpathians, content of quartz clasts. Quite frequent aLre cherts which are even more
frequent than qiiartz a[ some sites. The values of roundness increase downstream and the pebble
size decreases in the same direction. The values of the Stemberg sjze reduction coefficient ranges
from 0.0121 in the foreland reach [o 0.0335 in the mountain reach. The proportion of rod-like pebbles
increases  sysłematically downstream.

Key words:  gravels,  fluvi.al  sediments,  Prut  River,  East  Carpathians

INTRODUCTION

The  Prut  is  one  of the  biggest  left tributaries  of [he  Danube.  The  river  is
953 km long and the surface area of its drainage basin is 27,000 km2. The sources
of the Prut lie on the eastern slopes of the Hoverla, the highest montain in the East
Carpathians (2,060 m a.s.l.). The river flows initially to the north, diagona]ly cut-
ting  through  the  lithostratigraphic  units  belonging  to  the  Chernogora    nappe,
Krosno zone, Skole nappe and Borislav-Pokutie Folds (Fig.1). Near the village of
Delatyn,  downstream of Yaremcha, the PmŁ leaves the Carpathians and flows
over the Neogene, mainly Sarmatian, sediments. Beginning from Yaremcha, the
river takes an easterly course, and then, more or less from Śniatyn, a more and
more southerly one. The nature of the valley is controlled by geological structure
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Fig.1. Schematic geological map of the upper Prut river basin.1 -major overthrusts, 2 -studied si-
tes, 3 -Neogne,  4 -Skole nappe, 5 -Krosno zone, 6 -Chemogoraora nappe, 7 -Suchow zone,

8 - Mamarosz zone, 9 - Rachow zone

of the bedrock. In more resistant rocks, mainly thick-bedded sandstones, the val-
ley has a narrow bottom, steep and locally precipitous slopes (Photo 1 ), high lon-
gitudinal gradient, and cascades appear in Łhe river channel between Yamna and
Yaremcha (T e i s s eyr e  1938). A high waterfall on the Prut was blown up in the
19m century in order to facilitate log rafting (G r o d z i s k i  1998). In the zones built
of less resistanŁ rocks, where shales are abundant in bedrock, the valley is wider
and its slopes are gentle. In the upper course of the river, near Worochta, such a
zone gives  rise to a wide intramontane depression.  The  Prut gap extends be-
tween Tatarov and Yaremcha.  Crags and cliffs appear on Łhe steep slopes,  of
which best known is the Dobosz Stone near Yamna. The river has a much lower
gradient and  is  braided  in  the  foreland  zone.
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Photo  1.  The  Prut  River near Yamna

The Prut, similarly as other Carpathian rivers, has a very variable discharge.
High water stages occurs frequently, and there is a devastating flood once in 10 to
20 years. Springtime highwaters are due to snow melting, and those during the
summer due to heavy rainftils. Annual rainfall in the upper part of the Prut drai-
nage basin exceeds 1,800 mm (Af/as...1990). Heavy or prolonged rainfdls in sum-
mer result in large floods which cause great changes in the river channel and
great damage to infrastruture  (Photo 2).  Between ten and twenty large floods
occured in the Prut valley in the 20th century. The most devastating one was on
June 8, 1969. The water level in Yaremcha rose to 760 cm (Fig. 2). The mean aLn-
nual water stage at this place is 233 cm. An earlier flood of tms size was on August
31,  1927. The water level was  then more than one  metre lower and attained
609 cm. Increased erosion, transport stąge are taking place during such devastat-
ing  flods,  followed  by accumulation  at  the  waning  stage.  It  also  during  such
floods when the coarsest debris is transported and abraded. The result of these
processes is a downstream change in some characteristics of the Prut gravels.
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Photo  2.  Collapsed bridge  in  Kolomyya

The aim of the field work was a preliminary characterization of the Prut allu-
vium between Worochta and Chemivtsi (154 km). Nine sites were selected for
the study (Table  1). Three of them (Worochta, Tatarov, Yaremcha) are located
within the Pokutie-Bukovina Carpathians and the other six in a wide foreland de-
pression narrowing southwards towards the Prut Gate near Chemivtsi. Studied
were the gravel bars directly adjacent to the channel, bearing no traces of exploi-
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Fig.  2.  High water stages on the  Prut river at Yaremcha  (based on unpublished data
of the  Hydrologica]  Station in Yaremcha)
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tation  or  other  form  of human  activity.  Field  conditions  and  time  limitations
caused some reduction in the amount of the data collected in the field. The data
collection at each site was limited to measurement and mezoscopic investigation
(roundness and petrographic composition) of 20 Iargest pebbles at each site and
taking  a  sample  of the  2-64  mm  size-class  for analyses  of granulometric  and
petrographic composition. Moreover, roundness and shapes were studied for the
17-32  mm  fraction,  accepted  as  the  inex class.

Table  1

Loca(ion  of studied  sites  in  the  Pru(  valley

Site Distance  from  spn.ng[km] Altitude  in  m Type of bedrock

Sprin8 0 1,750 CarpaŁhians

Worochta 13.5 825 Carpathians

Tatarov 31.5 645 Carpathians

Yeremcha 46_5 501 Carpathians

Lanchyn 67.0 368 Foreland

Kolomyya 87.5 285 Foreland

Zabolotiv 99.5 230 Foreland

Śniatyn 130.5 202 Foreland

Dubivtsi 152.0 178 Foreland

Chemivtsi 167.5 161 Foreland

GEOLOGICAL  SETTING

The Chemogora Nappe includes a sequence of rock series from the Upper Cre-
taceous through the Oligocene. 8. Ś w i d e rs k i et al. (1934) includes the Oligocene
sandstones that make up the Koźmierska-Mariszewska range to the most resistant
rock series. The highest part of the Chemogora -the Howerla-Pop lwan range -is
carved in steeply dipping and tightly folded Oligocene sandstones, shales and con-
glomerates. The marginal range of the Chernogora Nappe -the Kukula-Kostrzyca
range ~ is built of resistant, anticlinally uplifted lnoceramian Beds. It is within this se-
ries where  the  Prut valley for the first time has the features  of a gap.

The Krosno Zone occupies the broad depression of Worochta-Żabie where
the valley widens to 1,000 m. The bedrock consists of non-resistant, tightly folded
Oligocene Krosno Beds (Świ d e rs ki  et al.1934).

The dominant lithological element of the Skole nappe in the Prut drainage
basin are the lncoeramian Beds. The Lower lnoceramian Beds consist mostly of
argillaceous and calcareous shales, fine-grained and medium-grained platy sand-
stones  and  subordinate  hard  marls  and  conglomerates  (Wdowiarz   ]948).
Sandstones  predominate  (70-90%)  in  the  Upper lnoceramian  Beds.  The  main
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lithological variety in this  unit are  medium- and  thick-bedded grey calcareous
sandstones. Individual sandstone beds are up to 2 m thick. The three youngest
members of the Skole Nappe are the Yamna Sandstone, Hieroglyphic Beds and
Menilite Sha]es. The Yamna Sandstone consists of thick-bedded sandstones and
thin-bedded  sandstones  altemating with  variegated  shales.  Extensive  boulder
sheets in the Prut channel near Dora are built of the Yamna Sandstone (Photo 1 ).
Siliceous varie[ies of the Yamna Sandstone form block and scree rields on moun-
tain crests and slopes,  known mainly from the Gorgany (the  Chomiak-Hrebla
range). The Yamna Sandstone is overlain by the shales and sandstones of the Hi-
eroglyphic Beds. The uppermost stratigraphic member of the Skole Nappe are
Menilite Shales and Menilite Cherts. The cherts make iip to several percent in the
Prut gravels,  especially in the  finest fractions.

The   Skiba   Folds   zone   is  widest  in  the  central  part  of  the   Ukrainian
Carpathians  and  towards  the  Romanian  fron[jer it narrows  to  11  km.  The  se-
quence of strata which makes up this unit attains 1.5 km in thickness. The expo-
sures of this unit appear in the Prut valley in Delatyn. The unit consists here of two
anticlines with Hieroglyphic and Menili(e Beds in their cores (in one of them also
the Yamna Sandstone  is  exposed -see  Świderski  et  al.1934).

The  Miocene  sediments  that  appear  at  the  front  of the  Carpathians  are
folded together with the flysch and thrust to the north for at least 12 km. Outcrops
of salt-bearing clays {hat appear at the margin of the Carpathians in the Prut val]ey
form an embayment which indents the mountainfront by 1  km. Downstream of
the  sal[-bearing  clays  appear  masses  of the  Sloboda  Conglomerate  and  the
Stebnik Beds. Somewhat farther to the east the salt-bearing formation lies at the
depth of ca 1,300 m (Wy s zy ń s k i et al.1939). The salt-bearing clays are overlain
by  clays  with  sandstone  intercalations.  These  include  deltaic  sediments  laid
down by an unknown river f]owjng from the Carpathians. The capacity of this
river is attested by pebbles exceeding 0.5 m in size, ]aźd down in the delta. The
delta wedges out towards the northeast and the gravels are being replaced by
sands and then clays. The molasse sediments in Pokucie include: 1) gravels and
conglomerates, 2) sands and calcareous sadnstones, 3) clays - often marly or
sandy  (Wyszyński  et  al.1939).

cmRACTERlsTlc oF THE pRUT GRAVELs

PETROGRAPHIC COMPOSITI0N

The  analysis  of  the  petrographic  composition  was  limited  to  four  size
classes: 24 mm, 5* mm, 9-16 mm and 17-32 mm. Only these fractions could be
transported to the lodging place in quantities that permitted a correct evaluation
of their composition. The frequencies of specimens in separate fractions varied
from 100 in the coarsest fraction (16-32 mm) to more than 500 for the finest peb-
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bles (24 mm). The samples were separated into size fractions by sieving. Three
varieties of sandstones were separated wi[hin each size fraction: fine-(S1), me-
dium-(S2) and coarse-grained (S3), as well as conglomerates (C), quartz (Q) and
cherts (Ch). The exotic rocks varieties and pebbles of athropogenic origin were
classified as  "others"  (0).  Clasts  of fine~grained sandstones predominate in all
size classes at all sites. They make up more than 80% in the finer classes. They are
sońewhat less numerous in the coarser size-classes (9-16 mm and 17-32 mm)
though nowehere is their content lower than 609/o. The content of the fine-grained
sandstones higher than 95% was found in the 24 mm class at the farthest up-
stream sites  (Lanchyn, Yaremcha, Tatarov,  Worochta).  Medium-grained  sand-
stones are practically absent in the finest size-class. Only at four sites they appear
in statistically recordable  amounts  (0.6-1.19/o).  The  proportion  of the  medium-

grained  sandstones  increases  with  increasing  size  of  clasts.  Their  amount  is
marked already in the 17-32 mm class (5-299/o). Coarse grained sandstones and
conglomerates are absent in the finest size-class and rare -usually below 10%
-in  the  17-32  class  (Table  2).

Table  2

Pe[rographic  composition of the  Prut  gravels  (percentages),  24 mm  size-class

Worochta Tatarov Yaremcha Lanchyn Kolomyya Zabolotiv śniatyn Dubivtsi Chemivtsi

Sl 96.0 96.6 96.1 95.4 91.5 85.6 81.7 90.0 88.0

S2 0 0 0.6 0 1.1 0 1.0 0 0.9

S3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Q 2.2 1.0 0.9 2.3 1.9 4.8 7.0 6.9 3.9

Ch 1.8 2.2 2.4 2.2 5.3 8.8 9.6 2.7 6.4

0 0 0.2 0 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.8

Sl -fine grained sanstone, S2 ~ medium grained sanstone, S3 -coarse grained sandstone, C -
conglomerates, Q - quartz, Ch - cherts, 0 - others

A characteristic feature of the  Prut gravels is their low content of qiiartz
clasts,  unusual  in the  Carpathians.  Even in the  finest size  class  their content
does not exceed a few percent, the maximum content, at Śniatyn -is 7.09/o. At
most sites even cherts are more numerous than quarts. This feature clearly dis-
tinguishes  the  Prut  gravels  from  the  gravels  of the  West  Carpathian  rivers,
which have  several  tens  percent  of quartz pebbles  in  the  finest size  classes
( R u t k o w s k i  1987,1995; M a 1 a r z  1992). The high content of cherts is related
to the extensive outcrops of the Menilite Krosno Series in the Prut drainage ba-
sin.  Cherts  are  frequen(  in  [his  lithostratigraphical  unit.

An analysis of downstream variations in petrographical composition of the
gravels  is  a  separate  topic.  Though  the  dominant  position  of the  fine-grained
sandstones dis[urbs the graphic representation of these variations (Fig. 2), a rule
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observed earlier in the Carpathians emerges here clearly,  namely the alluvium
becomes enriched downstream in the most resistant components - qiiartz and
chert. The proportion of fine-grained sandstones gradually decreases  between
Worochta and Śniatyn. The content of this lithological variety rapidly increases at
Dubivtsi. There is only one exp]anation for this. The site lies downstream of the
Cheremosh confluence with the Prut (Fig. I ) and the petrographical composition
and  other characteristics  of the  gravels  (see  below)  represent alluvium  of the
Cheremosh rather [han of the PnJt. This is due to the higher dynamics, gradjent
and  often  higher discharge  of this  largest right affluent  of the  Prut.

The taking of the measurements of the largest 20 pebbles at each site was ac-
companied by determination of their petrographical composition. Though their
frequency is too small to calculate percentages and to draw detailed conclusions,
the data in Table 3 may suplement the earlier analyses. The greatest pebbles in
Łhe studied siŁes include all the three varieties of sandstones and conglomerates.
The latter are most frequent in the farthest upstream sites. The highest content of
these varieties was found at Worochta (four specimens). Nevertheless, the fine-
and medium-grained sandstones predominate. The share of the former is domi-
nant at the three lowest downstream sites (11  specimens at each site).

Table  3

Petrographical  composition  of the  ]argest pebbles  in  the  Prut  gravels  (>   128  mm  size  class)

Worochta Tatarov Yaremcha IJanchyn Kolomyya Zabolotiv śniatyn Dubivtsi

Sl 5 4 11 10 7 4 11 11

S2 6 9 7 9 13 9 3 7

S3 5 4 1 1 0 6 4 2

C 4 3 1 0 0 1 2 0

Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sl -fine grained sanstone, S2 -medium grained sanstone, S3 -coarse grained sandstone, C -
conglomerates,  Q - qiiartz,  Ch - cherts, 0 - others

PEBBLE SIZE

The size of pebbles in gravel-bed Carpathian rivers depends on local con-
ditions. Where the bedrock is built of flysch, the size of the largest boulders de~
pends on the thickness  of the sandstone or conglomerate layers.  The largest
pebbles appear where thick-bedded sandstone or conglomerate series occur
in the bedrock. The greatest boulders in the Prut valley appear on the outcrops
of the Yamna Sandstones. At the Tatarov (Fig. 3) and Yaremcha sites their di-
mensions exceed 2 m (Table 4). At the higher upstream site Worochta, located
on  the  outcrops  of thin-bedded  Krosno  Beds,  the  dimensions  of the  largest
specimens are three times smaller than at the two earlier mentioned sites. As
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Photo 3.  The  Prut river gravel-bed at Tatarov

a result, we observe a downstream increase rather than a decrease in the peb-
ble size along the Worochta-Tatarov reach. This fact is not surprising. Large os-
cillations of pebble size in mountain river gravels were earlier found by A. D.
Knighton  (1982), Y. Kodama  (1994) and M. Mikoś  (1993). Similar in peb-
ble  size  the  present  author observed  in  gravel  bars  of the  Soła  and  Skawa
(Malarz  2002).  The  supply  of flysch  material  to  the  Prut  channel  ceases
where the river crosses the front of the Carpathians at Lanchyn (Photo 4) and
the Miocene strata appear in the bedrock. From this place on, a regular reduc-
tion in pebble-size is taking place, disturbed only by the supply of coarser frac-
tions  from  the  right  Carpathian  affluents  of  the  Prut:  the  Rybnjca  and  the
Cheremosh. Pebbles of Sarmatian sandstones appear in larger amounts at the
site Chernivtsi. The Prut river enters there the Prut Gate and mass movements
supply  Sarmatian  material  rich  in  flat  concretions  of light  medium-grained
sandstones. For this reason this site was omitted from the discussion on the
rate  of size  reductjon of the  Carpathian pebbles.

The rate of pebble size reduction is described by the Stemberg law (S t e r n -
berg   1875):
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s -soe*

where: S -the pebble size after transport (in mm), So -the initial size (in mm),
€ - the base of natural logarithm, x - the lenth of transport route (in km), A -
coefficient of reduction for given  rock  type.

The  index is variable  for the  Prut.  Its values  are  higher in the  mountain
reach, and lower in the foreland reach (Table 4). Within the Pokutie-Bukovina
Carpathians  reach of the  Prut  the  rate  of size  reduction  of rock  particles  is
nearly three times higher than within the foreland reach. The reason should be
sought in higher dynamics of the river, manifest in its steeper gradient, the pres-
ence of bedrock obstacles in the channel and higher flow velocities. Also the
role of resistance selection of the transprted bedload should be taken into ac-
count  (Knighton   1982).
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Photo 4. The  Prut gravels at Lanchyn.  Scale bar -]0 cm

Stemberg indices  for the  Prut gravels

Table  4

Mean of 20 greatest specjmens The  greatest specimen

a b 1                          C a b C

Mountainous reach(Tatarov-hnchyn) 0.0335 1       o.o337 0.0248! 0.0349 0.0376 0.0276

Foreland reach(Lanchyn-Dubivtsi) 0.0121 0.0147 0.0124 0.0113 0.0078 0.0210

Table 4 presents indices representing mean values of the a, b and c axes of the
20 largest pebbles in the extreme sites and identical parametres of the greatest par-
ticles. In the mountain reach, the b axis (pebble width) is reduced fastest. The rate
of reduction is lowest for the c axis (thickness). It seems to be the result of rolling
along the bottom during which this axis is most susceptible to collisions. The rela-
tions "e somewhat different in the foreland reach where quite high value of c axis
(thickness)  reduction may indicate another mechanism of bedload ti.ansport.

The above indices may be used to determine the length of the transport
route after which the greatest particles in the river will be reduced do the size be-
low 2 mm, i.e. to the point where gravel fraction will disappear from the river
channel. This should occur in the Prut 446 km downstream from the place where
it ]eaves  the  Carpathians.
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ROUNDNESS

Fluvial transport of rock fragments results in the increase in their roundness.
Roundness is here determined using the scale of W.  C.  Krumbein  and L.  L.
S 1 o s s  (1963). The value of roundness depends mainly.on the resistance to abra-
sion and  resistance  to  compression.  For the gravels  consisting  of flysch rocks
a major, if no( decisive role, is played by Łhe kind of cement. Sandstones with sili-
ceous  cement  endure  fluvial  transport  much  better  and  they are  abraded  at
a much lower rate. The specimens with calcareous and clayey cement become
rounded  at  a  much  higher  rate  (Dżułyński   et  al.   1974).  The  degree  of
roundeness is also controlled by the length of transport (M a r s h a 1  1927; U n r u g
1957). In the Prut valley, important is also the supply of material, mainly from the
right, Carpathian affluents. Roundness at any given site is also influenced by the
amount and and quality of the gravel supplied from older alluvial terraces. There
are  more  than  ten of them  in the  Prut valley  (Klamczuk   1994).

Average roundness in the size class 17-32 mm in the Prut gravel oscillates
between 0.51  at Tatarov to 0.73 at Kolomyya and Zabolotiv. Somewhat greater
is the variation in roundness of the greatest clasts at the same localities. The av-
erage values for the 20 greatest clasts range from 0.43 at Yaremcha to 0.83 at
Zabolotiv. The tendency to downstream increase in roundness is clear (Fig. 5).
Average roundness of 100 specimens in the 17-32 mm size class is 0.54 and in
the most downstream site it is as high as 0.72. Figure  4 shows how great is the
importance of the lateral supply for the values of this parametre. The tributaries
shorter than the main river supply less rounded material and this  is immedi-

§sSN®        <ff®*ffA         +„xRstff®         v®sffN*       €§st        vffF®»N*        bs§NSR        ®§ŃS`
Fig. 4. The sizes of the greatest clasts in the Prut gravel bars (in mm); m -the greatest specimen,

a,  b,  c - mean sizes of 20 greatest specimens
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ately reflected in the value of roundness. So the bend in the curve at Tatarov is
the result of supply of gravel by the Jabłonicki stream whose sources lie in the
area of the Tatarska Pass. The Tatarov site lies downstream of the confluence
of the Jabłonicki stream with the Prut. The decreases in the values of round-
ness of the  Prut gravels at Sniatyn (Photo 5) and Dubivtsi can be exlained  in
a similar way. The former site lies below the confluence with the Rybnica and
the  latter below the  confluence with the  Cheremosh.  The  roundness  of the
same size class of the Cheremosh gravels at Chartoryya, 4.5 km upstream of the
confluence is 0.69 (M a larz  et al.  2001).  Relatively smaller is the influence of
tributaries on the roundness of the greatest specimens. Such a pattern could
not be found in the Carpathian sites. Only in the foreland roundness becomes
nearly identical  as  in  the  finer  size  classes.

An important information on the internal variation within the samples is pro-
vided by Łhe value of standard deviaŁion. Its value is greatest in the samples from
the uppermost site -Worochta (Table 5). There the average value of roundness
is largely influenced by the extreme values. At the foreland sites, the standard de-
viation decreases, twofold in some cases. There is a relation of inverse propor-
Łionality between  the value  of roundness  and  the  standard  deviation.  It  is  ex-
pressed in correlation coefficients of r = -0.623 for the 16i4 mm size class and
r = -0.599 for the > 128 mm size class.
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Fig.  5.  Roundness  of the  Prut  gravels  (17-32  mm  size  class)
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Photo  5.  The biggest  clasts  of the  Prut river at  Śniatyn.  Scale  bar -  10  cm

Degree of roundness  of the  Prut gravels and standard deviation

Table  5

_
Distance from

17-32  mm
Standard

>  128  mm Standard
spring  (in km) i         deviation deviation

Worochta 13.5 0.54 0.201 0.59 0.246

Tatarov 31.5 0.51 0.197 0.64 0. 131

Yaremcha 46.5 0.60 0. 1 94 0.43 0.175

Lanchyn 67.0 0.64 0.199 0.79 0.165

Kolomyya 87.5 0.73 0. 145 0.82 0.101

Zabolotiv 99.5 0.73 0.181 0.83 0.1  17

Śniatyn 130.5 0.70 0.204 0.78 0.136

Dubivtsi 152.0 0.68 0.155                   1 0.73 0. 1 49

Chemivtsi 167.5 0.72 0.171

The various lithological varieties differ in the rate of abrasion and hence in
the values of the roundness index of the gravels. The values of roundness are
lowest for cherts. None of the examined specimens had better roundness than
0.5. Somewhat better rounded than chert clasts are quartz clasts. Of the three
varieties  of sandstones  the  coarse-grained  ones  have  the  highest vaLlues  of
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roundness  (0.71-0.80).  Somewhat  lower are  the values  for  medium-grained
sandstones (0.71-0.76). The least rounded of sandstones is the fine-grained va-
riety (0.46-0.72). A clear relationship is visible  here:  the  coarser the  grains  in
the sandstones, the higher is the value of roundness (Fig.  6). A clear proof of
this  is  the  value  of roundness  of conglomerate  grains  (0.70-0.90).
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SHAPES

Shapes of pebbles were studied using the T.  Zingg's  (1935) method.  Be-
cause of the l.im`ited poss.ib.il.it`ies of samp``ing and samp\e transport, the .mvestiga-
tion of this parametre was limited to the ] 7-32 size class. This class has been con-
sidered  representative  for  the  analyses  of  the  Carpathian  gravels  (Myciel-
s ka -D o w g i a łł o and R u t ko w s k i 1995). Three axes of at least 100 specimens
were measured from each site. Discoidal pebbles predominated at all nine sites.
Their share varied from 27.59/o at Dubivtsi to 61.5% at Worochta and Lanchyn (Ta-
ble 6). The second most frequent class is that of rod-like (four sites) or bladed
clasts (five sites). The least frequent group is usually that of spherical clasts. Only
at three sites; Yaremcha, Lanchyn (Fig. 6) and Zabolotiv they are somewhat more
frequent,  third  in  the  order  of  frequence.  At  the  farthest  downstream  site
Chemivtsi the numer of spherical pebbles exceeds the numbers of the rod-like
and bladed ones. The proportion of the spherical and rod-]ike pebbles increases
downstream. At the farthest upstream site Worochta the sum of both classes was
189/o. At the sites situated farthest downstream -Dubivtsi and Chernivtsi -these
two classes had much higher frequencies -42.5% and 37.5%, respectively. How-
ever, [he increase is not uniform. At some sites the propor[ions were different and
sudden increases or decreases in proportions of rod-like and discoidal pebbles
were observed. Smaller are the variations in the proportions of the ellipsoidal and
spherical clasts. Their proportion in the studied populations is not subject to such
sudden variations (Fig. 7).

Table  6

Percentages  of four  shape  classes in  the  Prut  grave]s  (size  classes:  A -16-32  mm,
8 ->128 mm)

Site DisŁance(inkm) Discoida] Bladed Spherical Rod-like

A 8 A 8 A 8 A 8
Worochta 13.5 61.5 30 20.5 35 7.5 30 10.5 5

Tatarov 31.5 33.0 65 23.5 30 15.5 - 28.0 5

Yaremcha 46.5 32.0 55 12.5 15 25.5 15 30.0 15

Lanchyn 67.0 61.5 70 18.5 10 12.0 5 8.0 15

Kolomyya 87.5 33.0 10 19.5 25 16.5 25 32.0 40

Zabolotiv 99.5 54.0 50 24.5 5 19.5 - 2.0 45

śnjaŁyn 130.5 44.5 20 23.5 25 8.0 20 24.0 35

Dubivtsi 1 52.0 27.5 20 30.0 20 20.5 10 22.0 50

Chemivtsi 167.5 44.0 16.5 21.5 16.0

The measurements of the three axes of the largest specimens in the studied
gravel bars were used to establish the shapes of  the thickest size-classes.  The
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Fig.  7.  Shapes  of   the  greatest  clasŁs  of the  Prut  river  (>  128  mm).  D  -discoidal,  8 -bladed,

S ~ spherical,  R - rod-like

comparison is difficult as the largest boulders at the moun[ain sites exceed 1.5 m
in diametre, and those in the foreland are much below 0.5 m. Discoidal boulders
predominate among the largest specimens in the Carpathian part of the valley.
Their proportion varies from 65% at Tatarov to 309/o at Worochta. Rod-like forms
are  the  most common at  the  foreland  sites,  and  they increase  in  proportion
downstream. Their proportion attained 40% at Kolomyya and as much as 50°/o at
Dubivtsi. Their proportion at the mountain sites does not exceed 15°/o (Photo 4).

There is also another clear rela[ionship. The smaller the diametre the more nu-
merous become spherical pebbles at the cost of the rod-like ones. This relationship
was  found  at  several  sites.  It  is  most  clear at  Dubowce  and  Śniat}ń.  The  coar-
ser-grained are the sandstones the lower is the proportion of discoidal pebbles.

CONCLUDING  REMARKS

The Prut is one the few large Carpathian rivers not barred with dams or weirs.
The discharges and water levels in the river are shaped by natural processes. The
same regards the processes of transport and accumulation of debris. The only hu-
man intervention in the natural channel processes on the Prut river occurred in the
19th centuiy when a waterfall upstream of Yaremcha was blown up to facilitate log
rafting. There is no trace left of the engineering works that facilitated log rafiting. The
Prut   may   be   thus   considered   a   good   natural   laboratory   for   studies   on
geomorphological processes which are especially intense during high water stages
and floods. Transport, abrasion and sedimentation of fluvial gravels occur during
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the spring and summer high water stages, whose sizes are strongly variable. The
greatest boulder fields in the river channel were obseived at Tatarov. Still greater
boulders were found by the author in the Prut gap near Yamna. Their sizes attained
3 m. From this place downstream the pebble size decreases and at Delatyn, the
second farthest downstream site, the greatest pebble was only 26 cm in size. The
distance over which the coarsest size class in the channel will fall down below 2
mm is 446 km downstream from the si[e l.anchyn at the margin of the Carpathians.

Fine-grained sandstones clearly predominate in the petrographic composi-
tion of the gravels. Their proportion increases with the fining diametres of peb-
bles. While their content in the 17-32 mm size class is above 609/o, in the 24 mm
granules it is higher than 80%. Medium-grained sandstones are practically absent
in the finest size-c]ass.  Only at four sites they appear in statistically recordable
amounŁs (0.6-1.1%). The proportion of medium-grained varieties increases with
increasing  pebble  diametres.   They  occur  already  in  considerable   amount
(5-299/o) in Łhe 17-32 mm size class. Coarse-grained sandstones and conglomer-
ates are absent in the finest class and rare in the 17-32 mm class, always below
109/o (Table 2). A characteristic feature of the Prut gravel bars is the low content of
the quartz clasts. Their proportion does not exceed several percent even in the
finest size class (maximum at Śniat)m -7.0%). At most sites even chert clasts are
more  frequent than those  of quartz. This  feature  clearly differentiates the  Prut
gravels from the gravels of the West Carpathian rivers which have several tens
percent of quartz pebbles  in the  finest size  classes.

The shapes of pebbles also change along the course of the Prut. The propor-
tion of spheroidal and rod-like pebbles increases at the lowermost sites at the
coast of the discoidal and bladed ones. At the highest upstream site at Worochta,
the  combined  share  of the  two  classes  was  18%.  At  the  lowermost  sites,  at
Dubivtsi and Chemivtsi their share was 42.591o and 37.5%, respectively. The above
statements  regard  the  17-32  mm  size  class.  An  increase  in  proportion  of the
rod-like clasts at the expense of each of the other three groups is clearly discern-
ible  among  the  largest  clasts.

The values  of roundness  clearly increase  downstream,  both in the  index
size-class and among the twenty largest specimens. Only at the site situated be-
Iow the confluences with the right tributaries from the Carpathians, the average
values of roundness decrease. The standard deviation from this mean clearly de-
creases  downstream as  a result of pebble selection.

The resulŁs of the study of gravel bars in the Prut provide a valuable material
for  comparison  with  similar  analyses  conducted  by  the  author  for  the  West
Carpathian rivers.
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STRESZCZENIE

R.   Malarz

ZMIAr\ry  CECH  żwlRÓW  pRUTU  (UKRAINA)

Celem badań   przeprowadzonych w dolinie Prutu na odcinku od Worochty do Czemiowiec
była charakterystyka współczesnych żwirów tej rzeki. Do badań wyznaczono 9 stanowisk. Trzy z nich
(Worochta, Tatarów, Jaremcze) zlokalizowane b)b/ w obrębie Karpat. Pozostałe w obrębie szerokie-
go obniżenia przedgórskiego zwężającego się ku południowi, aż do Bramy Prutu w oko]icach Czer-
niowiec. Badano skład petrograficzny żwirów frakcji 24 mm, 5* mm, 9-16 mm i 17-32 mm. Dla naj-
grubszej  frakcji określono obtoczenie i kształty otoczaków.  Na kaźdym ze stanowisk zmierzono 20
największych  otoczaków i  określono  ich  skład  petrograficzny,  kształty i  obtoczenie.

W petrograficznym składzie żwirowisk  Prutu wydzielono  3 odmiany piaskowców  (drobno-,
Średnio-i gruboziamiste), zlepieńce, kwarce, rogowce i inne. We wszys(kich przebadanych frakcjach
dominują oŁoczaki  piaskowców drobnoziamistych.  We  frakcji  24  mm stanowią one  ponad  80%
zbiorowości. We frakcjach grubszych (9-16 mm i 17-32 mm) jest ich nieco mniej, nigdzie jednak ich
udzial nie  spada poniżej  60%.  Cechą  charakterystyczną  żwirowisk  Prutu jest  niezwykłe  ubóstwo
żwirów  kwarcowycli.  Nawe(  we  frakcji  najdrobniejszej  ich  udział  nie  przekracza  7%  (Śnia[yń).

Rozmiary otoczaków Prutu są bardzo zróżnicowane. Największe głazy w korycie pojawiają się
w miejscu występowania piaskowców jamneńskich. Na  stanowiskach w Tatarowie i Jaremczy ich
Średnice przekraczaja 2 m. Od Łanczyna, gdzie ustaje dostawa materiału fliszowego z podłoża, ob-
serwui.e  się  regulamy  spadek  wielkości  otoczaków  zaburzany jedynie  dostawą  grubszych  frakcji
przez prawobrzeżne dopływy:  Rybnicę i Czeremosz. Tempo redukcji rozmiarów otoczaków okreś-
lono współczynnikiem Stemberga.  Współczynnik ten jest dość zróżnicowany. Wysoki  dla odcinka
karpackiego  (0,0349),  niski  dla  przedgórskiego  (0,0113).

Badaniem  obtoczenia objęto  frakcję  17-32 mm i  20 największych okazów na żwirowisku.
Stopień obŁoczenia określano według wizualnej  skali  Krumbeina i  Slossa.  Dla  frakcji  17-32  mm
średnie  obtoczenie  jest  zróżnicowane  od  0,51  na  stanowisku  w Tatarowie  do  0,73  w  Kołomyji
i  Zabłotowie.  Nieco większe  zróżnicowanie  obtoczenia wykazują największe  okazy badane  na
tych samych żwirowiskach Prutu. Tu średnie wartości obtoczenia są zróżnicowane i wzrastają od
0,43 w Jaremczy do 0,83 w Zabłotowie. Najniższymi wskaźnikami ob[oczenia charakteryzują się ro-

gowce.  Nieco lepiej  od rogowców obtoczone  są kwarce.  Wśród  trzech  odmiaLn  piaskowca naj-
wyższymi  wskaźnikami  obtoczenia  charakteryzują się  piaskowce  gruboziamiste  (0,71+),80).

Kształty otoczaków okreś]ano metodą Zingga wydzielając w obrębie frakcji  17-32 mm okazy
dyskoidalne, elipsoidalne, kuliste i wrzecionowate.  Na każdym z 9 stanowisk dominowały otoczaki
dyskoidalne.  Ich  udział wahał  się  od  27,5%  na  stanowisku  Dubowce  do  61,5%  na  stanowiskach
w Worochcie i Łanczynie. Najmriej liczebną grupę stanowib otoczaki ku)iste. Z biegiem rzeki rośnie
udział otoczaków kulistych i wrzecionowatych. Szczególnie wyraźnie jest to widoczne wsród okazów
największych.


